All Middle School students will need the following supplies by the first day of classes, Thursday,
September 8. If there are any questions about any particular item, your child can ask on the first day of
school (Wednesday, September 7th) before purchase. On either Wednesday or Thursday of the first
week, the school will issue a homework assignment planner to each middle school student. Teachers
may also request other supplies needed for their individual classes during the first week of classes. We
strongly recommend names on the labels of all clothes and on backpacks. Please be attentive to, and
supportive of sustainability, when purchasing your supplies:









1 large packet high‐recycled content loose‐leaf college‐ruled lined paper
Pencil pouch of some kind
Small packet of colored pencils (at least 8 colors)
Pencils with erasers (please sharpen them ahead at home)
Pens, including black + one other color
Water bottle labeled with your child’s name in some permanent way
1 composition book for PE, Health, and Wellness
Students do need the ability to transfer work from school to home and vice versa. We will be
teaching students how to e‐mail information and how to store information on the cloud for
accessibility. A USB thumb drive is an optional tool, though not as reliable.

Additionally, for 6th graders:








1 one‐inch binder for Humanities
1 set of at least five dividers (pockets optional) for Humanities
No Spanish dictionary is needed the first year
A supply of glue sticks for Spanish
4‐function calculator, with square root function
Three 2‐pocket folders or a 3‐5 pocket expanding file organizer
Note: Teachers will provide the necessary notebooks for math, science and Spanish.

Additionally, for 7th graders:







1 (probably 2‐inch wide) sturdy, 3‐ringed binder that includes dividers WITH POCKETS OR a 6‐7
pocket expanding file organizer (students should consider this their central organization system
and choose something sturdy and purposeful)
Composition book for math
Composition book for Spanish
I” binder with dividers WITH POCKETS for Spanish
1” 3‐ring binder with dividers WITH POCKETS for Science
4‐function calculator, with square root function

Additionally, for 8th graders:


In 8th grade, many students have discovered a system that works well for them. We support
most useful systems. Consider the need for having paper, pens, pencils, and other supplies





readily available and for keeping notes and handouts for multiple classes organized. This could
mean a 1 sturdy 3‐ringed binder for all (or most) classes or separate 1” binders for each class (or
some).
100 sheets of ¼” graph paper (with 3 holes, if possible)
Scientific calculator. Graphing calculators are not necessary.
Composition book for Spanish

Ninth Grade School Supplies:
The ninth grade faculty requests that students come to school with the following supplies:
 Composition book
 Pencils and erasers
 Pencils, Pens, and erasers
 Ruler with centimeters
 Small Stapler (to keep in backpack)
 Three‐hole punch (to keep in backpack/binder)
 Thumb drive
 For Humanities: one‐inch three‐ring binder with paper, dividers; paperback dictionary
 For Modern Languages: one‐inch three‐ring binder with paper, dividers
 For Math: one‐inch three‐ring binder with paper; protractor
 For Physical Science: one‐inch three‐ring binder with paper
Please note that the other Upper School grades do not have specific lists of required school supplies.
Most textbooks will be issued during the first days of school, and teachers will provide lists of materials
needed for specific classes (calculators, special notebooks, reference materials, etc.).

